O E L O L I G H T I N G I N S TA L L AT I O N M A N U A L

COMPONENTS
Below are key installation components you may want to familiarize yourself with before installing.
Control Unit

ENDCAP COVERS: Snap over the ENDCAP BACK in the final stages

Control Unit Components

to provide a weather-resistant structure for lighting components.
Endcap Cover

CONTROL UNIT: The control unit provides power for up to 300 lights and regulates

ENDCAP PLUGS: Inserts into any empty port to keep moisture out.

Oelo’s lighting functions (up to 2,000 lights).
SMALL STRAIN RELIEF: Located on the bottom of the Control Unit box, this Strain

Endcap Plugs

runs that are longer than 8' or smaller channels (cut to size to complete the run).

Reducer feed power into the Control Unit.
Small Strain Relief

Large Strain Relief

LARGE STRAIN RELIEF: Also located on the bottom of the Control Unit box, this larger
reducer feeds the 18/6 Wiring from the Control Unit to the rest of the system.

Screws and Anchors

EXTENSION CONNECTOR BACKS: Screw to the fascia and provide a key
Extension Connector Back

stages to provide a weather-resistant structure for lighting components.

Box to an interior drywall. Note: For exteriors, use 1" wood screws.
Extension Connector Cover

CONTROL POWER SUPPLY: This plug connects the blue control box (located inside
the Control Unit) to the interior outlet (also inside the Control Unit).

Channel Components

18/6 Cable

and signal connections. The orange color makes these conductors easily identifiable.
The conductor ports snap open and close.
Conductors

BUTT CONNECTORS: Provides a waterproof connection for multiple wires via

CHANNEL RUNS: Any series of channels that run together in one linear line.

crimping and heat shrinking.

CHANNEL BACKS: Snap into the Endcap Backs and Extension Connectors 		

PINK BUTT CONNECTORS: A single wire can be inserted into each end

(below) to provide housing for the Light String and 18/6 Wiring. The bottom
of the Channel Back is thicker than the top.

Pink Butt Connector

Bottom of Channel
Inserting the Lens
into the Back
Channel Clip

CHANNEL CLIPS: Are positioned in between the Endcaps and Extension

Blue Butt Connector

note that top of the clip has two holes.
Light String

Light Clip
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light in place. The top of the light clip has a notch.
BOOSTER BOX: Provides additional power to systems with more than 300 lights.

ENDCAP BACKS: Screw to the fascia and provide a key locking fixture
for the channel.

roughly 50' linear feet in the system.
LIGHT CLIPS: Snap onto the LED light and then snap into the channel to hold the

ENDCAPS: The Endcap is used at the start and end of a run.

Endcap Back

this wide butt connector.
LIGHT STRINGS: Each light string is made up of 60 LED lights and equates to

in the final stages to provide a weather-resisstant structure for the lighting.
Channel Lens

of this narrow butt connector.
BLUE BUTT CONNECTORS: Two wires can be inserted into each end of

Connectors to hold the channel in place. For directional purposes, please

CHANNEL LENS: Insert into the Channel Clip and over the Channel Back 		

ground and signal wiring.
CONDUCTORS: Provide a terminal inside the Control Unit Box for positive, ground

weather-resistant housing for the lighting components. Channels come in 8' lengths;

Channel Back

Wiring Components
18/6 CABLE: Provides the system with six-guage, multi-colored wires for positive,

CHANNEL: The below components, together, create the Channel, the system’s
they can be cut down to size with a plastic saw or fine-tooth circular saw.

locking fixture for the channel.
EXTENSION CONNECTOR COVERS: Snap over the ENDCAP BACK in the final

SCREWS AND ANCHORS: The supplied screws and anchors attach the Control Unit

Control Power Supply

EXTENSION CONNECTORS: The Extension Connectors are used to connect channel

Booster Box
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Hanging the Control Unit

STEP 1

A. Hang the Endcap Backs on the structure’s fascia using the supplied screws.

or outdoors but should be placed:
Near a power source (a standard 110V outlet)

ii.

Near the start of the lighting channel

iii. Within range of the property’s WiFi (If WiFi is unavailable, the system can be

60-89° F

i.

90° F or warmer

A. First, choose the Control Unit location. The Control Unit can be hung indoors

Interior Metal Plate

59° F or cooler

C

Hanging the channel components

STEP 3

Endcap Backs should be mounted as follows:

A B C

connected to the Internet via an Ethernet connection.)

C. Unscrew the interior metal plate, followed by the power cord plate

ii.

Or 1" wood screws for exteriors

59° F or cooler

The supplied screws/anchors (in the bubble-wrap bag) for interior drywall

60-89° F

D. Screw the box to the wall, using:

90° F or warmer

to expose the back of the box and the corner screw holes.

i.

C

B

A

A B C

STEP 2

Below overhang

1/8" below
7' 10" apart when installed in 90° F (30° C) or warmer
For Endcap Backs, measure from Line C to the same mark on the following
Endcap Back. For Extension Connector Backs, measure from Line C to the same
line on the following extension back or to the following Endcap Back.

The channel is designed
to grow and shrink with
the temperature outside;
to ensure proper space for
expansion, please consult
the guidelines on the right.

90° F or warmer

C Power Cord Plate

right side of the box. Open the Control Unit box, and then ...

60-89° F

D

1/2" away

Spacing from other
Endcap Backs and
Extension Connectors

59° F or cooler

Key
Latch

1/4" away

Internal corners
(Gutters or trim pieces)

B. Attach the Key Latch to the Control Unit, sliding it upward in the groove on the
B

External corners

Powering the Control Unit box

See Section B to note when
Extension Connectors should
be used.

7' 10.5" apart when installed in 60-89° F (15-30° C)
For Endcap Backs, measure from Line B to the same mark on the following
Endcap Back. For Extension Connector Backs, measure from Line B to the same
line on the following extension back or to the following Endcap Back.

7' 11" apart when installed in 59° F (15-30° C) or cooler
For Endcap Backs, measure from Line A to the same mark on the following
Endcap Back. For Extension Connector Backs, measure from Line A to the same
line on the following extension back or to the following Endcap Back.

B. Extension Connectors can be added if the channel run is longer than 8'.
Like the Endcap Backs, screw the Extension Connectors Backs into the fascia
using the supplied screws.

A. Feed the Outlet Plug Wire up into the Small Strain Relief
Extension Connectors should be mounted as follows:
B. Feed the 18/6 Cable into the Large Strain Relief.
i.

1 wire: Up to 60 lights

ii.

2 wires: Up to 240 lights

ii.

3 wires: Up to 420 lights (Note: A 300-light system will require an

B: Large Strain Relief

Use one channel clip in the middle of the run

For runs longer than 5'

Use two channel clips, placed evenly along the run

Below overhang

1/8" below

(Gutters or trim pieces)

additional Booster Box; see Step 13.)
A: Small Strain Relief

For runs 5' or shorter

IMPORTANT: (Don’t overtighten
the Endcap Backs, Extension

Note: Smaller systems do not require the additional wiring but should you

Connectors or Channel Clips

want to expand the system in the future or ensure consistent vibrancy, you may

as parts could become damaged

want to feed the additional wires to provide future installation ease or add

or components will not seal

in additional Power Boosts (see Step 10).

together properly.

C. Run the wires up to the fascia where the lighting channel will start.

C. Using the supplied screws, hang the Channel Clips, locating the holes at the top.
External corners

1/4" away

Below overhang

1/8" below

(Gutters or trim pieces)

Note: In the next step, you’ll cut the channel to size, so note the final
measurements between components (using the temperature lines).

D. Hold off for further wiring instructions (Steps 8-15).
Overhang
1/8"

1/8"
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WARNING: Do NOT plug in the system until all wiring is complete.
Wiring while the system is live will void warranty.

1/4"

Endcap Back

1/8"

Endcap Back
Interior
Corner

Extension Connector

7' 10" or 7' 10.5" or 7' 11" apart (based on temperature during install)

Runs 5' or shorter = 1 Channel Clip; runs 5' or longer = 2 Channel Clips
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Trimming Channel pieces, as needed

STEP 4

STEP 7

A. Using the spacing measurements from the previous step, cut your Channel

A. IMPORTANT: Locate the small arrow on the face of the Light Strand. The Oelo

Back and Channel Lens pieces to length while they are clipped together to
ensure they are the same length.

Inserting the Channel into the Endcap Backs

STEP 5
B

Inserting Lights into Channel
lighting system has directional input/output, and this arrow MUST be pointing

Arrow

AWAY from the start of the system/Control Unit.
B. Align, insert and rotate a Light Clip onto the first light in the Light Strand string,
Align, then rotate

A. Remove the Channel Lens from the Channel.

noting that the notched side is the top of the Light Clip. (To insert the light into
the clip, align the clip/light grooves, and then rotate the clip so that the notch is
located on top.)

C
B. Insert the top of the Channel Back into the Channel Clip and push the bottom

C. Insert the top of the Light Clip into the top of the Channel and then push the
Top

of the Channel into place. If the Channel Back is difficult to insert, use a flat-head

bottom of the Light Clip into the bottom of the Channel.

screw driver to bend the bottom lip of the Channel Clip for easier installation.
D. Continue adding Light Clip/Lights to the Channel, keeping spacing consistent
C. Slide the Channel to match the appropriate temperature lines.

to maintain a uniformed look. If a light ends up inside the Extension Connector

Double Groove = Bottom of Channel

Back, twist the wire to reduce the spacing slightly.
D. Continue to mount the channel pieces using the above steps.
ii.

STEP 6

Placing the cables into the Channel

D. Once the run reaches a corner or gap:

A. First, label your 18/6 Cables:
i.

Cable 1: This cable will supply power to the first 60 lights and provide

i.

The Light Strand can run outside of the channel.

ii.

Or a Jumper Wire can be added to connect Light Strands together for		

See Step 15’s Wiring Instructions

longer distances from one channel to the next. (See Step 15 for details

the control signal for the entire system.
Cable #3

ii.

Cable 2: This cable will power the next 180 lights in the run.

iii. Cable 3: This cable will power the remaining 180 lights in the run.

Signal Cable
(Cable #1)

Do not overstretch the Light Strand; it should be kept somewhat loose.

on wiring the Jumper.)

STEP 8

Note: 60 lights = ~50 linear feet of lights.
Cable #2

Connecting Power Cord to the Unit Control
A. Connect the Power Cord Wire (that was fed through the small Strain Relief)

B. Tuck Cable 2 into the bottom slot of the Channel Back, checking that the

to the Unit Control’s interior outlet. (Loosen the following screws, insert wire and

channel is still aligned with the correct temperature marks. The wire will need

re-tighten.) Pair the following:

to be fully tucked flush with the bottom of the channel as lights will not insert
properly otherwise. Once the wire is in place, the wire will help hold the channel

Step 8A

in place, preventing it from sliding out of its temperature lines.

i.

Black wire with the input labeled "ACTF" (next to the Hot/Brown wire)

ii.

White wire with the input labeled "WHITE"

iii. Green wire with the input labeled “GRN”
C. Tuck Cable 3 into the top of the Channel. This wire does not need to be tucked
in as completely; the lighting, which will be inserted in the next step, will hold this

B. Plug the Controller Power Supply input into the Control, then insert the plug

wire in place.

into the outlet.

Note: Every 60 lights, or approximately 50', a Power Boost will need to be
wired in (See Step 10), so be sure to leave slack in the wires at these points.
Create Slack in Wire
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Step 8B

WARNING: Do NOT plug in the system until all wiring is complete.
Wiring while the system is live will void warranty.
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Wiring the system

STEPS 9-14

Powered by Cable 1

Lights 1-60

STEP 9

Control Unit

Below, you’ll find a series of overview wiring diagrams.

For complete instructions of each step and to view larger diagrams, please continue on Page 10 and follow as needed.

Powered by Cable 2
STEP 10

Powered by Cable 3 or the Booster Box

Lights 61-120

STEP 11

Lights 121-180

STEP 12

Lights 181-240

STEP 13

Lights 241-300

STEP 14

Lights 301-260

Cable 3
Cable 1
Cable 2

Small
Strain
Relief

New 18/6 Cable

Large
Strain
Relief

5v + Signal

5v Boost

5v Boost

5v Boost

5v Boost

5v Boost
Booster Box

STEP 9

For complete (and larger) instructions,
see Page 12.

STEP 10

STEP 11

STEP 12

STEP 13

STEP 14

For complete (and larger) instructions,
see Page 13.

For complete (and larger) instructions,
see Page 14.

For complete (and larger) instructions,
see Page 15.

For complete (and larger) instructions,
see Page 16.

For complete (and larger) instructions,
see Page 17.

REMOVE TINY TYPE
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SAMPLE LIGHTING SCENARIOS
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Signal #2 (Cable #3)
Cable #2 will connect with
the second signal wire in the
Control Unit.

Light #56
Power Boost

(With Cable #2)

e
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m
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(With Cable #3)

Light #41

Signal #1 (Cable #1)
and Cable #2 (Optional)

(This step is optional,
but boosting provides
consistent vibrancy.)

Light #60
Power Boost

Light #40
Power Boost

Light #1

Light #1

Signal #1 (Cable #1)
Cable #2 (For Optional Boost)

50-Foot System ~60 lights

HOW TO POWER BOOST

For complete "Power Boost" instructions, see Pages 13-16

le
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Light #118
Power Boost

150-Foot System ~180 lights

HOW TO CREATE A JUMPER CABLE

Light #180
Power Boost

(With Cable #3)

Cable #2 will connect with
the second signal wire in the
Control Unit.

Light #140
Power Boost

(With Cable #3)

For complete "Jumper Cable" instructions, see Page 18

Signal #2 (Cable #3)
Cable #2 will connect with
the second signal wire in the
Control Unit.

Light #240
Power Boost

(With Cable #3)

(With Cable #3)

(With Cable #2)

Signal #2 (Cable #3)

Light #51

Light #120
Power Boost

(With Cable #3)

Jumper Cable

Jumper Cable

Jumper Cable

Light #121

Light #1
Light #50
Power Boost

(With Cable #2)

Signal #1 (Cable #1)
and Cable #2 (Optional)

Light #120
Power Boost

(With Cable #2)

100-Foot System ~120 lights

Light #60
Power Boost

(With Cable #2)

Signal #1 (Cable #1)
Cable #2 (For Power Boost)

200-Foot System ~240 lights
(Note: Most homes don’t require the use of Wire 3 or an additional Booster Box. Should that be the case, please consult Oelo for wiring.)
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STEP 9

Connecting the Signal Cable (Cable 1)

Connecting Cable 2 to create Power Boost #1

STEP 10

A. Inside the Control Unit, strip and connect the Signal Cable (Cable 1):

A "Power Boost" is required every 60 lights to provide sufficient power a single
Light Strand. (A full Light Strand, or strand of lights, has 60 lights on it.) Cable 2,

i.

Insert the Red (Positive) Wire into the Red Conductor; close the orange tab

ii.

Insert the Black (Ground) Wire into the Black Conductor; close the tab

tucked in the bottom of the channel, can boost three strands of lights, or 180 lights.

iii. Insert the Blue (Signal) Wire into the Signal Conductor #1; close the tab

BOOST #1 (Lights 61-120) — After the 1st Light Strand, add a Power Boost:

Note: There is a second Signal Wire in the box that can be tapped into for

A. Inside the Control Unit, strip and connect the following wires:

two-story structures (as shown on Page 10 and 11).
For large systems, strip and connect Wire #2 and #3, using Step 9A.
B. Strip, feed, crimp and shrink the following:
i.
ii.

i.

Insert Cable 2’s Red Wire into the Red Conductor; close the orange tab

ii.

Insert Cable 2’s Black Wire into the Black Conductor; close the tab

B. Cut Cable #2 after the 1st Light String. Strip, feed, crimp and shrink:

Feed Cable 1’s Red Wire AND the "+ VCC" marked wire from the Light Strand

i.

Insert Cable 2’s Red Wire AND the 1st Light Strand’s "+ VCC" TOGETHER in

into a PINK Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the 2nd Light Strand’s "+ VCC" into the other

Insert Cable 1’s Black Wire AND the "GND" marked wire from the Light Strand

side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

iinto a PINK Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.
ii.

iii. Insert Cable 1’s Blue Wire AND the "S" marked wire from the Light Strand
into a PINK Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

Insert Cable 2’s Black Wire AND the 1st Light Strand’s "GND" TOGETHER in
a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the 2nd Light Strand’s "GND" into the other
side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

The above wire connections will power the first 60 lights of the system and supply
the signal for the entire system.

iii. Insert the 1st Light Strand’s "S" wire into a PINK Butt Connector with the
2nd Light Strand’s "S" wire.
iv. Connect the two lights’ Blue, Brown, Green and White wires back together,
using a PINK Butt Connector for each separate color.

Connect Cable #3 to the Control Unit,
following Step 9A (above).
Cable #3 (If needed)

Cable #3 (If needed)

Light String #1

GND

Cable #3 (If needed)
Light String #1

Light #1

S

Cable #2 (See the next step for Cable #2 wiring instructions)
The Blue, Brown, Gray
and White wires above
are inactive. Simply
tuck out of the way.
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S
+VCC

+VCC

Signal Cable (Cable #1)

GND

Light #60

Connect Cable #2 to the Control Unit,
following Step 9A (above).

WARNING: Do NOT plug in the system until all wiring is complete.
Wiring while the system is live will void warranty.

Cable #2

(Cut after Light #60 to make the following connections)

Light String #2

GND

Light #61

S
+VCC

Continuation of Cable #2
The Red and Black
wires above are
inactive. Simply
tuck out of the way.

WARNING: Do NOT plug in the system until all wiring is complete.
Wiring while the system is live will void warranty.
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Connecting Cable 2 to create Power Boost #2

STEP 11

STEP 12

Connecting Cable 2 to create Power Boost #3

BOOST #2 (Lights 121-180) — After the 2nd Light Strand, add a Power Boost:

BOOST #3 (Lights 181-240) — After the 3rd Light Strand, add a Power Boost:

A. Inside the Control Unit, strip and connect the following wires:

A. Inside the Control Unit, strip and connect the following wires:

i.

Insert Cable 2’s Blue Wire into the Red Conductor; close the orange tab

i.

Insert Cable 2’s Blue Wire into the Red Conductor; close the orange tab

ii.

Insert Cable 2’s Brown Wire into the Black Conductor; close the tab

ii.

Insert Cable 2’s Brown Wire into the Black Conductor; close the tab

B. Cut Cable #2 after the 2nd Light String. Strip, feed, crimp and shrink:
i.

ii.

B. Cut Cable #2 after the 3rd Light String. Strip, feed, crimp and shrink:

Insert Cable 2’s Blue Wire AND the 2nd Light Strand’s "+ VCC" TOGETHER

i.

Insert Cable 2’s Green Wire AND the 3rd Light Strand’s "+ VCC" TOGETHER

in a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the 3rd Light Strand’s "+ VCC" into the other

in a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the 4th Light Strand’s "+ VCC" into the other

side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

Insert Cable 2’s Brown Wire AND the 2nd Light Strand’s "GND" TOGETHER

ii.

Insert Cable 2’s White Wire AND the 3rd Light Strand’s "GND" TOGETHER

in a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the 3rd Light Strand’s "GND" into the other

in a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the 4th Light Strand’s "GND" into the other

side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

iii. Insert the 2nd Light Strand’s "S" wire into a PINK Butt Connector with the

ii.

3rd Light Strand’s "S" wire.

Insert the first Light Strand’s "S" wire into a PINK Butt Connector with the
new Light Strand’s "S" wire.

iv. Connect the cut Green and White wires back together, using a PINK Butt
Connector for each separate color.

Cable #3 (If needed)

Cable #3 (If needed)
Light String #2

GND

Light #120
+VCC

Cable #2

(Cut after Light #120 to make the following connections)

The Red and Black wires
above are inactive. Simply
tuck out of the way.
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S

Light String #3

GND
S

Cable #3 (If needed)

Cable #3 (If needed)
Light String #3

Light #121

GND

Light #180

+VCC

+VCC

Continuation of Cable #2
The Red, Black, Blue and
Brown wires above are
inactive. Simply tuck out
of the way.

WARNING: Do NOT plug in the system until all wiring is complete.
Wiring while the system is live will void warranty.

Cable #2

S

Light String #4

GND
S

Light #181
+VCC

(Cut after Light #180 to make the following connections)

The Red, Black, Blue,
Brown wires above are
inactive. Simply tuck out
of the way.

WARNING: Do NOT plug in the system until all wiring is complete.
Wiring while the system is live will void warranty.
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Connecting Cable 3 to create Power Boost #4

STEP 13

Adding a Booster Box

STEP 14

The Control Unit can only power 300 lights. If the system is linear (ran in a straight

Each wire can support three power boosts. Wire 2’s power will have been exhausted

line), you can add a Booster Box after 5th Light Strand of lights. This Booster Box can

at 240 lights. For additional lights, you’ll have to now tap into Wire 3, tucked in the top

also be added anywhere in the run to help offset non-linear systems.

of the channel.

To add this Booster Box:

BOOST #4 (Lights 241-300) — After the 4th Light Strand, add a Power Boost:

A. Hang the box near a nearby power source (a standard 110V outlet).

A. Inside the Control Unit, strip and connect the following wires:
i.

Insert Cable 3’s Red Wire into the Red Conductor; close the orange tab

ii.

Insert Cable 3’s Black Wire into the Black Conductor; close the tab

B. Feed the 18/6 Cable into the Large Strain Reducer. You can feed 1-3 cables
based on the size of the system.
C. Run the cables up to the fascia where you plan to tie into the Light Strand.

B. Cut Cable #3 after the 4th Light String. Strip, feed, crimp and shrink:
i.

D. Strip, feed, crimp and shrink the following:

Insert Cable 3’s Red Wire AND the 4th Light Strand’s "+ VCC" TOGETHER in
a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the 5th Light Strand’s "+ VCC" into the other

i.

side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.
ii.

TOGETHER in a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the next Light Strand’s “+ VCC”
into the other side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

Insert Cable 3’s Black Wire AND the 4th Light Strand’s "GND" TOGETHER in
a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the 5th Light Strand’s "GND" into the other

ii.

side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.

5th Light Strand’s "S" wire.

into the other side of the Butt Connector. Crimp and shrink.
Note: We recommend consulting

iv. Connect the two lights’ Blue, Brown, Green and White wires back together, 		
using a PINK Butt Connector for each separate color.

Oelo on Booster Box and Power
systems with more than 300 lights

GND
S
+VCC

The Last Utilized 18/6 Cable

Light String #5

GND

iv. Connect the two lights’ Blue, Brown, Green and White wires back together,

Cable #2 or #3 become inactive.
Simply tuck out of the way.

The Red and Black wires above are
inactive. Simply tuck out of the way.

Light String #4

Light #240

new Light Strand’s “S” wire.

using a PINK Butt Connector for each separate color.

Cable #3 Continuation

The Red and Black wires above are
inactive. Simply tuck out of the way.

iii. Insert the first Light Strand’s “S” wire into a PINK Butt Connector with the

Boosting strategies for any light
and non-linear structures.

(Cut after Light #240 to make the following connections)

Insert Booster Box Cable’s Black Wire AND the first Light Strand’s “GND”
TOGETHER in a BLUE Butt Connector; insert the next Light Strand’s “GND” 		

iii. Insert the 4th Light Strand’s "S" wire into a PINK Butt Connector with the

Cable #3

Insert the Booster Box Cables’s Red Wire AND the Light Strand’s “+ VCC”

Light #241

S

Light String #5

Light String #6
GND

Light #300

+VCC

+VCC

S

GND
S

Light #301
+VCC

New 18/6 Cable

Cut Cable #2 and tie the new 18/6 Wire together
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WARNING: Do NOT plug in the system until all wiring is complete.
Wiring while the system is live will void warranty.

Booster Box

The Red and Black
wires above are
inactive. Simply tuck
out of the way.
The Blue, Brown,
Greena and Gray
lines provide power
for additional Light
Strands.
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STEP 15

Adding "Jumpers" to connect distant lights

STEP 16

The finishing touches
A. Plug in the Control Unit and additional Booster Boxes and test the system.

If a corner or gap of the structure creates distance between two Light Strings,
a 16/8 "Jumper" Cable can be added to extend the string of lights. To add a Jumper:

For instructions on how to operate the Oelo app, please see the Oelo App
Instructions.

A. Strip, feed, crimp and shrink the following:
B. Tuck in all of the wiring into the Channel; make sure the light spacing is even.
i.

Insert Light Strand A’s "+ VCC" Wire into a PINK Butt Connector; insert the
Red Wire of the 16/8 Jumper Cable into the other side of the Butt Connector.

C. Snap the Channel Lens on, sliding it into the top of the Channel Clip.

Crimp and shrink.

If the Channel Lens is difficult to insert, use a flat-head screw driver to bend
the bottom lip of the Channel Clip for easier installation.

ii.

Insert Light Strand A’s "GRD" Wire into a PINK Butt Connector; insert the
Black Wire of the 16/8 Jumper Cable into the other side of the Butt Connector.

D. Snap on the Extension Covers, lining up the tabs. Add a SMALL dab of glue

Crimp and shrink.

on each tab. (Do not use too much glue to maintain servicability of lights.)
E.

iii. Insert Light Strand A’s "S" Wire into a PINK Butt Connector; insert the

Snap on the Endcap Covers, making sure the wires are tucked into the ports.

Blue Wire of the 16/8 Jumper Cable into the other side of the Butt Connector.

Fill unused ports with a Port Plug. Add a SMALL dab of glue on each tab. (Do

Crimp and shrink.

not use too much glue to maintain servicability of lights.)

iv. Insert Light Strand B’s "+ VCC" Wire into a PINK Butt Connector; insert the

F.

Admire your stunning work!

Red Wire of the 16/8 Jumper Cable into the other side of the Butt Connector.
Crimp and shrink.
v.

Insert Light Strand B’s "GRD’ Wire into a PINK Butt Connector; insert the
Black Wire of the 16/8 Jumper Cable into the other side of the Butt Connector.
Crimp and shrink.

vi. Insert Light Strand A’s "S" Wire into a PINK Butt Connector; insert the
Blue Wire of the 16/8 Jumper Cable into the other side of the Butt Connector.
Crimp and shrink.

Light Strand A

Light Strand B

GND

+VCC

S

GND

Jumper Cable

S

+VCC

The Brown, Green and White
wires above are inactive. Simply
tuck out of the way.
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WARNING: Do NOT plug in the system until all wiring is complete.
Wiring while the system is live will void warranty.
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